Abstract. We prove a strengthened form of a conjecture of Erickson to the effect that any genuinely ¿-dimensional random walk S", d > 3, goes to infinity at least as fast as a simple random walk or Brownian motion in dimension d. More precisely, if 5* is a simple random walk and B, a Brownian motion in dimension d, and \j/i [l,oo)-»(0,oo) a function for
1. Introduction. Let XX,X2,... be independent identically distributed random ¿-dimensional vectors and S,, = 2"= XX¡. Assume throughout that d > 3 and that the distribution function F of Xx satisfies supp(P) is not contained in any hyperplane.
(1.1)
The celebrated Chung-Fuchs recurrence criterion [1, Theorem 6] implies that1 |5n|->oo w.p.l irrespective of F. In [4] Erickson made the much stronger conjecture that there should even exist a uniform escape rate for S", viz. that «""iSj -* oo w.p.l for all a < \ and all F satisfying (1.1). Erickson proved his conjecture in special cases and proved in all cases that «-a|5"| -» oo w.p.l for a < 1/2 -l/d. Our principal result is the following theorem which contains Erickson's conjecture and which makes precise the intuitive idea that a simple random walk S* (which corresponds to the distribution F* which puts mass (2d)~x at each of the points (0, 0,..., ± 1, 0,..., 0)) goes to infinity slower than any other random walk. Thus, the theorem is not merely a matter of estimating concentration functions for S". Nevertheless the result is intimately connected with concentration functions. Erickson's proof for \p(t) = t", a < 1/2 -\/d, uses a concentration function inequality of Esseen [6] , and our proof makes heavy use of the following inequalities for concentration functions in dimension two. These estimates too are closely related to those of Esseen [5, Theorem 3] , but are more generally applicable. We note that Corollary 1 shows that in the identically distributed case the concentration function decreases like n~\ Proposition 2. Let Z" Z2,... ,Z" be independent random two-vectors with distribution functions Gx, G2,..., G". Let p, p" p2,..., p" be strictly positive numbers such that p, < p, and let AX,A2,... ,A" be sets in R2 X R2 such that A¡ C {« G R2: |w| > p,}2. Define the symmetrization Gf of G¡ by* G*(B)=fGi(B + u)dGi(u) (1.6) and pur q¡ = ¡ dGf(u), a2= inf / (0,u)2dG*(u), The first reduction shows that we may assume that F has certain smoothness properties. It is of a purely technical nature and has little to do with the basic idea of the proof of Proposition 1. The reader should skip the proof of Lemma 1 at first reading. for some a > 0 and some closed cube C0 C Rd (which does not reduce to a point).
Proof. Let F satisfy (1.1). We shall construct an P, which satisfies (2.1) (and a fortiori (1.1)) such that Proposition 1 holds for the original S" as soon as it holds for a random walk, S"(FX) say, whose increments have distribution function P,. For this purpose we first find a large cube C, = [z E Rd:-L < z(i) < L,l< i < d) (2.2) such that F(CX) > 0 and such that the intersection of supp(P) with C, is not contained in any hyperplane. This is possible by (1.1). Define the distribution functions G and H by5 Po = ÏF(Ci), G (S) = (2p0)-xF(S n C,) and ,,, , H(S) = (i -/><,)-'{ÎW n c,) + F(s n C{)}.
Then we can write F = p0G + (1 -p0)H, and if IX,I2,..., UX,U2,..., VX,V2,... are totally independent random variables with P{lj = 0) = l-P{lj=l}=Po, P{UjES} = G(S), P{VjES) = H(S), then the joint distribution of {X")">x is the same as of {U"(l -I") + V"I")">X (compare [9, p. 1184] ). We shall therefore assume that U,V and / are defined on our original probability space and that X" = Un(\ -I") + VnIn. Let o, < a2 < ... be the successive (random) indices for which /" = 1.
Then, with o0 = 0, the oi+x -o, are independent and all with the distribution P{oi+x -a,. = r) =Por"'(l -Pol r > 1. (2.3) 5For any set S c R^, Sc denotes its complement, i.e., Rrf \ S.
Even more, if % is the o-field generated by { Uj, V}, I}: 1 < j < n), then for each {%) stopping time Tand o*(T) = smallest o¡ which exceeds T, one has P{o*(T) = T+ r\5T) =Por-,0 "Po). r > 1.
It is also not hard to see that the {Sc+i -So}i>0 are independent and all with the same distribution function6 F2 = 2 P{°x = r)G*-» * H= 1 ^-1(1 -Po)G^-~) * H, r-1 r-1
and that also, conditional on fr, Sa,fT) -ST has the distribution F2 on the set {T< oo}. Now take Also, with
the last term in (2.4) is at most P{a,t > 2* or a,2 < 2k+2} < T3 exp -T42*, for some r3,r4 < oo depending onp0 only (by (2.3) and standard exponential 6G * H denotes the convolution of G and H, and C*(I) denotes the i-fold convolution of G with itself.
estimates; compare [9, formulae (5.40) -(5.42)]). Thus (2.4) yields for A > Aq, P{\S"\ < A for some 2* < n < 2*+1} = P { T < oo} < 2P {\S"\ < 2A for some / G [ \ (1 -/>")2*,2(1 -p0)2k+2)} +2plk + 2T3 exp -T42*.
(2.5)
It is clear from (2.5) that if Proposition 1 holds for the random walk S"(Fj) = S", whose increments SL -Sa¡ all have the distribution F2, then Proposition 1 also holds for the original S". Actually (2.5) was derived only for A > A0. However, for A < A0 or even A < 2k/s, ( P{\S"\<A} < K2(A + l)dsupP{\Sn + z|< 1}
for some T5(F) < oo. F2 itself does not have to satisfy (2.1). However, set G2-%Prl(l-Po)G«'-l\ (2-7)
r=l so that F2 = G2* H, and assume that we can find a distribution function 07, with a continuous density such that f x" dGx (x) = [ x" dG2 (x) for ||i>|| < 16. (2.8) (Here we use the standard multi-index notation; x" = Ud.xx(i)Hi), for positive integers v(i) and ||i-|| = 2f,,K0-) ^e c^m triat x^ien F\ = Gx * H has the required properties. Before constructing Gx we shall prove this claim. (2.1) is obvious for P,; indeed Gx has a continuous density and hence P, has a density which is lower semicontinuous. Thus we merely have to prove that the validity of Proposition 1 for Sn(Fx) implies the validity of Proposition 1 for S"(F2) (since we already showed that Proposition 1 then also holds for our original S"). Now fix k and A > 2k/s; we already saw above that (1.4) follows from (2.6) if A < 2k/i so that these are the only values of interest. Let #, Xu 30» • • ■ De independent random ¿/-vectors, also independent of {Sai)l>0, and such that N has a normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix k~xA2 times the identity matrix, and such that each x¡ has distribution P,. Then, for any n,
If <p,,<p2>'r' are tne characteristic functions of, respectively, GX,G2 and H, then the characteristic functions of Sa + N and 2,Xi + N are exp(-£|0|2)<p2(ô)V(ô)n and exp(-^ |0|2)<p,(0 )>(*)"• Thus, by the inversion formula,
But, by virtue of (2.8),
,«0,x> 45 r(e,xy
(see (2.7) and recall that G is concentrated on C,). Consequently, for A > 2*/8 and n < 2k+2,
Combined with (2.9) and (2.10) this yields
P{\S0j<2A}<P
Ëx < 4dx'2A + T¿F)e-k'\ (2.11)
Interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 we prove similarly P{\Saj<A}>P Sx* <¿¿"1/2>l -r8(P)e-*/2, (2.12) for all A > 2*/8, n < 2k+2. Finally, to prove our claim we appeal to the proof of Theorem 3 in [9] . Just as in the estimates on pp. 1179-1181 of [9] , P{\Sa} < A for some 2k < n < 2*+1} < 2P{ftJ<¿ it follows from (2.11)-(2.14) that for /c > rc,(P), P {|50J < A for some 2* < » < 2*+1} <2K4 + P -i 2x i < 4dx/2A for some 2* < n < 2k+x 2x, i < 4dx'2A for some 2*+1 < « < 2*+2 + r9(F)exp(-rc/2).
Since 2"x, can be taken for S"(FX) (its increments Xn have distribution Fx), we see from this that if Proposition 1 holds for Sn(Fx), then it also holds for S"(F2) and for the original S". (Note that we can always obtain (1.4) for k < kx by increasing T,.) To complete the proof of the lemma we show finally that there exists a Gx with a continuous density and satisfying (2. for || v || < 16 and has a continuous density as required. □ From now on we assume that (2.1) holds. We introduce the following quantities: Ak will be any fixed positive number not less than 2k/i. u will stand for a generic unit vector in Rd and for any such vector we set t(u) = t(u,k) = min[n: P{|<S",w>|> Ak) > (8¿/+ 8)"1}.
As we shall see in the next lemma t(oi) is bounded on |co| = 1, and we can therefore pick an o>d = ud which maximizes t(-,k), i.e. for which /(«£)-max t(a>,k). M"1 After that we can successively pick coJL,, ...,«,* such that <co*,co,*> = 8¡j and í(«¿L,_,) = max{r((o,A:): (u,osf) =0,d-I < j < d).
We define T = T(k) = t(uk,k) (2.18) and note that by our construction ux,... ,ud form an orthonormal basis for R", Moreover there exist a universal K0 < oo an*/ a k3 = k3(F) < oo íwcA that for all \u\ = l,k > k3, 
However, we must have T(k)^> oo as £-» oo because for each fixed t, supP{|<S»|> Ak] < P{|S,|> 2*/8}-»0, k-*ao.
Thus also for each fixed L', Ak infu M(u,k) >\L' eventually, and (2.29)
holds.
We turn to (2.27) and (2.28). We have for each ¿o, 
This proves (2.27) for k > k3(F).
To obtain (2.28) we again apply (2.33) with Y¡ = <*"w> and take L = M(tS)Ak. Combined with (2.31) and (2.34) this gives 
Consequently,
When this is applied to Y = (Xx,a), c = M(oi)Ak, we obtain from the above inequality:
Together with (2.27)and (2.29) this implies (2.28).
Lastly we prove (2.30). For ¿o = ¿o2 (2.30) is immediate since we already observed that (2.22) holds for ¿o = ¿o2 with N replaced by T. We therefore fix u =£ u2 for the remainder of the proof. Since, for any n < T, (ST,u>} is the sum of the independent random variables <5[7>I-i]n,to> and <Sr_[7)l-i]n,co>, we have where A = A(k) is independent of all a¡, /?, and has the negative binomial
Lemma 3. There exist constants TX3(F) -TXS(F) < oo such that for 2k/i < Ak < 2*/2 and any choice of the unit vector ¿o0 = ¿Oq E 9C* and k > 1 one has P{\Sn\< Ak for some 2k < n < 2k+x} < Tx3{Ak2-k/2}"-2
+r,4exp -r,5A:. (2.51)
Proof. Let §" be the o-field generated by Xx,..., Xn, and consider for some fixed k the { §") stopping times t = T(k) = min{n: 2k < n < 2k+x, \S"\ < Ak)
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(see (2.21) and (2.24)). Now for all s < T(k),
Moreover, by (2.46) and (2.27), for k > k3(F),
Since T(k) -* oo with k (see (2.29)) we can fix an L, independent of s < T(k), such that for all k > k3,
With The last term in (2.54) is easily seen to be exponentially small. Indeed, t < 2k+x whenever t < oo so that The first term in the last member of (2.54) is more troublesome. Recall that P is now assumed to satisfy (2.1). By taking C0 smaller if necessary we may assume that C0={zE Rd: \(z,uj> -Cj\<X,l<j<d) for some Cj and A > 0. Then we can write F = a(2X)d G3 + (1 -a(2X)d)H3 , where G3 is the uniform distribution on C0 and H3 is some other distribution function on Rd. Correspondingly, we may assume that X" = En9" + (1 -EH)\f>" where the Pn,ö"uV are independent, P{E" = l} = \-P(En = 0) = a(2X)d, «>1, each 0¡ has distribution G3 and each ty has distribution H3. Now we want to estimate for 3 < / < d the conditional probability of |<5>,>| < 4M*(o>j,k)Ak = 4Ak (2.56) given pr ■» s, E" = 1 for n = nx,n2,..., rç, (1 < nx < • • ■ < np < s), but not for any other n < s, and given the values of X", n g {«" ..., np), as well as <JXn,uj} for 0 < / < 2 and n E {«" ..., np). Given all these data we know that for/ > 3, is some known constant. Moreover, we know the values of (0n,wj) for « G {«,,..., rip) and 0 < j < 2. (Note that also the event {vr = s) is determined only by Jx,..., Js and hence by {X¡,wxy, <A'/,w2>, 1 < / < s.) However, 0n has a uniform distribution on C0, and therefore the conditional distribution of <0",<o3>,..., (ß",Ud\ given <0",w,> = xx and <0"w2> = x2, is the same for all xx,x2, to wit the uniform distribution on the (d -2) dimensional cube
This remains true even if we condition on <0",wo> as well, because <0",wo> is a function of <0",u,> and <0n,w2> (since <o0 lies in %, the plane spanned by w, and ¿02). Thus, if 8X,82,... are independent random variables, each one uniformly distributed on C2, then P j |<V>y>| < 4M*(tíj,k)Ak for 0 < j < d\ vr « s, 2 E" -p,|<S",,«y>| < 4M*(a>j,k)Ak for 0 < j < 2\ and we leave it to the reader to show that this term again is bounded by r23-exp -T242*. Thus, since Sv = ~2r"=xYn, the last member of (2.54) is indeed bounded by the right-hand side of (2.51) for k > max(k2,k3,k4) and suitable Tu -r,5. Obviously we can then insure the validity of (2.51) for k < max(k2,k3,k4) by increasing r,4. □ 3. Completion of the proof. Lemma 3 shows that Proposition 1 will follow once we show that there exist k5(F) < oo and K2 < oo such that for a suitable choice of wq G <3CC, Note that we can always obtain (1.4) for k < k5 by increasing Tx; moreover, (1.4) is vacuously true for A > 2k/2, and, as observed before, (1.4) follows from (2.6) when A < 2k/s. Note also that the last statement of our theorem will be immediate from Proposition 1, because (1.2)-(1.4) imply for all b > 0, P {i>(nyx\S"\ < b for some n > 2k] < 2 ^{l^l < 2'/2ty(2') for some 2' < n < 2/+1} l~k < r,(p)f 2 {21/:W) +1}¿-22-^-2)/2 + exp -/r2(p) l/=* < K3Tx(F)bd~2 f00 t(t)d~2r"/2 dt + #3r,(F)2-*«,-2)/2 2k + r,(P){l -exp -r2(P)}"'exp -kT2(F)->0 (k^oo). [9] ). Thus to prove our theorem it suffices to prove (1.4), and this in turn has been reduced to proving (3.1).
This will be done by means of certain inequalities on two dimensional concentration functions which are contained in Proposition 2 and some corollaries. We therefore begin with their proofs; the notation is as in Proposition 2.
Proof of Proposition 2. By [6, formula (6.9)] sup P zeR2 2z,+ <p Lastly, assume that (3.8) and (3.9) hold and that Wx, W2,... are independent random vectors each with the distribution of2Zf^xZ¡, where A is independent of the Z¡, has the distribution given by (2.50), and that for some d4,ds, 0<¿/4< T(k)P{Jx = 1} < ¿/5<oo, P{7, = 1}<:
Under these conditions one has for all p > 0, /or itwte T7 = r7(p"4) depending on p3, p4 and dx -d5 only. Moreover, T7 < T8(Z)) < oo for all p¡,d¡ and D < oo wA/cA jarwTy (3.11) and d4 > D~x, ds < D. Estimates (3.10) and (3.13) «warn t?a//¿/ // (3.8) and (3.9) Ao/¿/ w//A Z, replaced by -Z, /'« one or 6oíA o/ these formulae.
Proof. We first prove (3.5) with p = ¿/, from (3.3) and (3.4) . This is an 
(3.14)
Now «(1) < ¿2«(2) for u E Bx so that the last member of (3.14) is positive. If |h(1)| < (1 + 2|¿2|)w(2), then it is even bounded below by 5(1 + |¿2|)_1¿3; and if |w(l)| > (1 + 2|¿2|)u(2), then necessarily «(1) < -2|¿2|«(2) and the last member of (3.14) is bounded below by Recall that we took p = ¿/, so far. However, once we have (3.5) for p = ¿/, it follows for each p > 0 because any disc of radius p can be covered by at most #7(p2¿/,-2 + 1) discs of radius dx. It is immediate from (3.16) that T3 is bounded above wheneverp¡,d¡ satisfy (3.6). Also (3.7) is immediate from (3.5) because2%sr~x < 1 +log2. (2) Next consider P { W\ E B2). Assume zx,z2,z\ E B2 are such that (2)), (3.23) and (3.18) holds; then we get
and as before, z,(2) + z2(2) -z', (2) >K%d¡plexp-4d5. i3-24) (3.22) and (3.24) show that (3.3) and (3.4) hold for W{ instead of Z\ and px = K%d\p\ exp -4d5, p2 = Ksd¡pl exp -4¿5.
(3.25) (3.13) is therefore immediate from (3.5). Also the bound T7 < TS(D), whenever (3.11) holds together with ¿4 > D~x, d5 < D, is immediate from (3.25) and the fact that T3 < T4(D) on (3.6). Since we may everywhere in this argument replace Z, by -Z, without influencing the distribution of W[, no change is needed if Z, is replaced by -Z, in (3.8) or (3.9).
Lastly, we prove (3.10). For this purpose let A,,A2,... be a sequence of independent random variables, also independent of the Z¡, and P{^ = n={l)'+\ ¡>0. The last estimate works only for s > 2, but for í = 1 (3.10) needs no proof anyway. From (3.28), (3.31) and the estimate for the first term in the right-hand side of (3.28), we finally see that (3.28) is, for s > 2, at most kxx + t1kx2U^J + i}<kx3(t7 + i)U^ + i\. D (3.32)
We now return to the proof of the bound in (3.1) . The notation will be as in § 2 for the remainder of this section. We distinguish two cases: P(yt)P{y* = l} <2-5r/ (3.33) and 2-5t, < T(k)P{JÏ = 1} < 2K0. (3.34)
(tj and K0 are as in Lemma 2. (3.33) and (3.34) are the only possibilities as we saw in (2.53).) For the remainder of the proof we are only interested in w components with w G %, the plane spanned by <o"w2. We shall therefore think of all random variables as being two dimensional and specified by their w, and u2 component. We remind the reader of the notation m(k) = M(ux,k) and of the choice M(u2,k) = 1. For any random vector X we define another random vector X E % by scaling of the w, and u2 component as follows:
X -Xk -Akx { ^-<*,o>,*X + <*.«2 X } • (3-35)
For most quantities we shall no longer indicate its dependence on k explicitly.
Lemma 4. There exist k6 = k6(F) < oo and KX4 < oo ímcA that the left-hand side of (3.1) is bounded by KX4for all s > 1 and all k > k6(F)for which (3.33) holds.
Proof. By dropping the condition on the (o0 component and using the above notation we see that the left-hand side of (3.1) is bounded above by Apart from the change from 0, to ß4 this again is (3.44), which we showed to be impossible. Thus (3.52) must fail and no interval of length KX1 can contain <Sr,ß3> with probability 1 -r//4. Thus, if y is a median of <Sr,ß3>, then p{\(ST,<ox)\> 16J#VI/a + 2} < VW.
The same inequality holds when ¿o, is replaced by w2 (use (3.49) to get (3.57)) and, therefore, p{|<Sr,Q3)|>32^/V,/2 + 4} < P{|5r|>32/sr0,/2r/-,/2 + 4} <ij/8<*.
In particular, we must have \v\<KX6 = (32Kx/2r,-x/2 + 4) (see (3.39)). P{<f"ß,> > ¿,,<f"ß3> < ¿2<f"ß1>} > 1/4 -ti/32 > 1/8, and P{<?,A> > ¿,,<y"ß3> > ¿2<f"ß,> + ¿3} > ij/16 -11/32 = 2-5r,.
These inequahties are just (3.8) and (3.9) for Z,(l) = <y"ß3>, Z,(2) -<y,,ß,> and p3 =j, p4 = 2~\ Moreover, d3dxx, p3, p4 all have strictly positive lower bounds which are independent of F, whereas (see (3.43) and Note that (3.66) merely says that there is a probability at least jg for a, to he in the first or third quadrant with respect to the ß,, ß2 axes and even within tt/Z from the positive or negative ß, axis. (3.67) says the same thing with first and third quadrant replaced by second and fourth quadrant; such ß"ß2 are easily obtained by continuity considerations, for if one chooses ß, first along one boundary line of the set in braces in (3.65) then there is probability at least 5 that â, lies in the first or third quadrant, and when ß, is rotated to the other boundary line then one ends up with probability at least \ that â, lies in the second or fourth quadrant. Note that ß"ß2 really depend on k, since 5, does. The same holds for <p, and w0 below, but this will not influence the For brevity we shall write 0 = S(k) = {m(k)~2cos2(px + sin2<pxy/2.
We consider three separate cases now. Which case we are in depends on which of the inequalities (3.71)-(3.73) holds:
P{|<a"ß2>|>i}>e2, (3.71)
First assume (3.71); without loss of generality we may then assume (if necessary replace ß2 by -ß2 and/or ß, by -ß,) that P{<5"ß2> >\, <ä"ß,> > 0} >i£2.
(3.74) In this case we take ß3 = -J=-{ -ß, + ß2), ß4 = -{=-fßi + ß2}.
V2 V2
ß3 and ß4 are orthogonal unit vectors, bisecting the second (resp. first) quadrant with respect to ß" ß2. Obviously <a,,ß2> > \, <a,,ß,) > 0 entails <«"ß3> = -<ä"ß4> + V2 <ä"ß2> > -<ä"ß4> + 1/V2 as well as <<*"ß4> > 2-y\ Thus (3.74) implies P«ä"ß4> > 2-3/2)<5"ß3> > -<5"ß4> + 2-»/2} > ie2. (3.75) But also, from (3.64) and (3.67), one has p{<ä"ß4> > cos ^ ,<ä"ß3> < -<a"ß4>} > ¿ or the same inequality with a, replaced by -5,. Thus if we put for some K2X < oo depending on e2,ij and K0 only. Thus K2X does not depend on F, and in the case where (3.71) holds we obtain the bound 2s 2 K2Xr~x<K2x(l+log2) r-s for (3.36) and the left-hand side of (3.1).
Next we consider the case where (3.72) holds. Again we assume that the signs of ß,,ß2 have been chosen such that P{K20M(u0,k)®(k) < <5"ß2> <\ ,<ä"ß,> > 0} >\e2 We can therefore find a number xx = xx(F,k), \xx\ < 16(12x0 + 3) such that p{vx = t + /", (y"ß2) > £, (y"ß,> < xx(y"ß2)} >\k23, (3.95) as well as p{r, = r+/0,(y"ß2)>1L, ( y"ß, ) > x, ( F"ß2)} > $ j:,,, (3.96) or both of these inequalities hold with <y"ß2> replaced by -<y,,ß2>. By changing the sign of ß2, if necessary, we may restrict ourselves to the case where (3.95) and (3.96) hold. Lastly, we observe that (3.64), (3.70), the inequality \xx\K20 < 16(12x0 + 3)K20 < \-, (3.73) and the fact that 
